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1. Worth review on Kelley/Oswald private discussion . . . See Hal’s notes 

2. Missing/ filed some other place 

3. FBI abhorred ist person statements. . . See C. Arnold for example. 

4. Ditto 

5. Ditto 

6. Note that Brennen was not looking at the 6thfloor window when shots rang 

out but toward the limo (Dave has this also)... Check with Dave’s book. 

ie Ditto/ Scott tears apart Posner. .. .might want to selectively review. 

8. Halon the security of the TSBD after the4 assassination. He cites Sawyer for 

best time. .. .but not solidly reliable. Point here: Oswald had plenty of time to 

descend from 2 floor to front of the bldg to meet with TV man 

9, | ******** Bach of statements about employees of TSBD who left the premises 

without checking first with the police. .. .confusion galore. Enough to dismiss 

the charge that Oswald was the only one who left, avoiding the police, etc. 

0.******http://www.youtube.com/watch ?v=z32v9dJABw8 provides multiple 

examples of doors of TSBD that were never sealed or guarded allowing any 

shooters of the assassination team to walk away. ********#****** 

11. P.D. Scott 

12. Page from DiEugenio....on the topic of the so-called roll call of folks who 

worked in TSBD. . . .destroys the myth that only Oswald failed to show... See 

comments. Very useful.... 

13. Russ Burr article. . ..Most useful is a chronology of Oswald while in the 

custody of the police on page 3. Notes that police who caught Oswald in the 

Dixie Thearte got him to the Police Station at about 2:00 p.m. So his stats— 

height, weight, age etc . that went out over the police radio (and could not 

have been based on Brennen’s description makes clear that those stats came 

from FBI/CIA files. . . 

14. lan Griggs piece on postal inspector Harry D. Holmes. . . .Clearly a source for 

the Dallas police... and an FBI informant. . .


